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Over the past few weekends, PrISUm has been extremely busy building the physical body parts of

our car over at the Delta TechOps facility in Minneapolis, MN. Our team has spent hundreds of

hours laying up carbon fiber in various molds of our car, including the top, the tub, wheel covers,

structural panels, and several more parts. Our members have been having tons of fun learning

about the world of composites engineering, while also finally getting to see this several semesters

long project finally come together. Delta’s employees have also been a huge asset for our team,

giving us professional tips on things like core material, epoxy, and doing a layup on molds that are

almost twenty feet long!

 

Our team has been having great experiences on these Delta trips, having fun with their friends on

the team, meeting knowledgeable people at Delta, and building Eliana. These Delta trips are also

being used to teach our newer members everything they need to know about the world of

composite materials.

DELTA TRIPS
By Michael Holm, freshman mechanical member
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On April 6, 2019, PrISUm attended the STEAM

(Science Technology Engineering Art and

Mathematics) event at Nevada Central Elementary.

While at Nevada Central Elementary, PrISUm gave a

short presentation about how a car solar works and

what materials we used to create Penumbra. We are

so glad we could share this knowledge with

a younger generation, but we also had a great time

learning about what projects are being done in other

STEAM fields from the fellow presenters. 

 

Right: Electrical member Joe DeFrancisco

demonstrates the strength of composite materials to

students.
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These Delta trips are also valuable

learning experiences our newer

members. A freshman, who knew

nothing about composites their first

day of college, just finished leading the

most recent Delta trip! We’ve used

these trips to develop leadership,

engineering knowledge, and teamwork

throughout our team. PrISUm wants to

specifically thank Delta for being so

helpful in this process, and helping us

finish Eliana in these final weeks.

 

Top: Wheel cover designed and

created to improve the aerodynamic

capabilities of our vehicle

 

Bottom: Nomex core used in the

creation of several of our layups.



Director Updates

In the past month, the team has been teaching new leadership how to replace the old

leadership that are preparing to leave their positions. The new Project Director and Assistant

Project Director, Brandon Steffensmeier and Michael Holm respectively, have been shadowing

Smeet through his job. They’ve started calling companies for various donations, attending

meetings throughout the team, getting caught up with every aspect of our teams activities,

and meeting contacts around the university. These new Project Directors are excited to take

up their positions in the fall and are having fun learning how to perform all the responsibilities

of the project director.

PROJECT DIRECTOR

Smeet Mistry 

This month, the mechanical team has been busy building the first parts of our aeroshell at

Delta TechOps in Minneapolis. We have made the show shell as well as the array panels,

doors, wheel aero-covers and hood/windshield jambs in the last month, with plans to build the

structural chassis in the next two weeks. As of now, it looks like we will be bonding the panels

together right after finals get over in early May as soon as we get the molds for the sides of

the car back from Advanced Pattern Works and prepared for layup! Prior to that event, we will

be working to install the array on our roof and trunk panels, paint much of the exterior

surfaces, and attach structural members/dynamic components. The team has been working

hard every weekend this month making parts and finalizing various designs, and we are

excited to see things really come together in the final stretch of our build phase!

MECHANICAL DIRECTOR

Elliot Suiter and Mirza Velic



Director Updates

The business team has been busy this month. We have been planning for the unveil of our car on May

31st, revamping our Instagram, and fundraising. We are excited to see the progress being made on

Eliana, and we can't wait to share her with the public soon, in person and on social media. Follow our

social media to stay up to date on team updates as we approach an important, exciting stage!

BUSINESS DIRECTOR

Liz Walters

The outreach team over the past month has been undergoing leadership changes. Trenton is

our new outreach director. He is a freshman who originally came in undecided enineering

before switching to elementary education.  We are so excited to have him on our team, and he

is looking forward to his new role. PrISUm has continued to attend events throughout the

community at Nevada Central Elementary and the Ames Ecofair this month. We love

interacting with local students and the community in Ames!

OUTREACH DIRECTOR

Trenton Schmidt-Rondell

The electrical team has been revising all of our deadlines to better equip ourselves to hit our

new timelines arrived at after conferring with mechanical. All of our second revisions have

been ordered so we’re ready to make a second round of boards and test until we can get to a

final revision. Our batteries have also come in thanks to some hard work from our partners at

Li-ion Wholesale. We had a full-team battery balancing session to test and sort all of the

batteries, and we’re very close to being able to get the pack built and ready in time for FSGP.

We have also had very good headway with our infotainment system. Thanks to our partnership

with Harman, we’re specing out some hardware for Eliana to make sure the interior is as nice

as the outside will look!

ELECTRICAL DIRECTOR

Jason Cheng and Jake Aunan
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Thank you to our P15 partners!
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